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The Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has n
warming of the climate system is unequivocal; 1983–2012 was likely the warmest 30-year peri
last 1400 years in the Northern Hemisphere, and it is likely that the frequency of heat waves has
in large parts of Europe, Asia, and Australia (IPCC, 2013). Meanwhile, according to the World Healt
zation, the urban population in 2014 accounted for 54% of the total global population, up from 34%
and it continues to grow. The urban heat island effect further intensifies large-scale high temper
high-density cities and threatens the inhabitants' health (Wang et al., 2016). In high-density Ho
for example, the rate of warming increased by 0.37 °C per decade between 1989 and 2005, based o
served temperature (Lam, 2006). The temperature is also projected to rise by 4.4 °C in 2090–2099 fo
of urbanization frozen at its 2006 level, and to rise by 5.2 °C for the case of a constant rate of urb
(Leung et al., 2007). Mean mortality associated with heat stroke would experience a twofold per u
net effective temperature beyond 26 °C (Leung et al., 2008).

Rapid urbanization in the tropical and subtropical regionsmeans that a better understanding of h
sign and plan a city with good ventilation performance is needed. To achieve neutral thermal sensa
urban environment, a wind speed of 0.9–1.3 m/s is needed for a person wearing light clothing und
conditions (Ng and Cheng, 2012). Hence, thermal comfort can be achieved by capturing the natu
Meanwhile, good air ventilation is also important for pollutant dispersion in street canyons (Lo a
2015;Mirzaei and Haghighat, 2010; Yuan et al., 2014). Outdoor air quality can further affect indoor a
via natural as well as artificial ventilation, as indoor air will be replaced by outdoor air eventual
2009). Therefore, providing good urban air ventilation is very important for quality and healthy
high-density cities in tropical and subtropical regions (Ng et al., 2011; Yuan andNg, 2014). However,
tion should be made between ventilation for air quality and ventilation for thermal comfort. When
pose is to study ventilation for air quality, the main parameters are flow rate, which provides
capacity for contaminants, and turbulent transport at rooftop level, which removes contaminants fr
canyons.When the aim is to study ventilation for thermal comfort, themain parameter is wind velo
pedestrian level. This study focuses on ventilation for thermal comfort, so the main parameter to b
gated is the wind velocity ratio at the pedestrian level.

Urban ventilation is strongly influenced by wind speed and direction, which in turn are affected
dimensional urban morphology (Skote et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2013). As a combination of the i
shapes and dimensions of buildings and their arrangement in the city, urban density can be describe
metric parameters in planning like ground coverage ratio (λp), frontal area density (λf), and plot rat
called parametric studies, which simplify complex actual urban geometries into simple morp
models, are widely applied in urban ventilation studies for their advantages of linking specific geom
rameters to air ventilation performance. Using a κ–ω shear stress transport turbulence model, Yua
(2012) carried out a parametric study with a focus on building porosity for better urban ventilation
uated the effects of wind speed on outdoor thermal comfort. Using a standard κ–ε turbulenc
Buccolieri et al. (2015) investigated the breathability in dense building arrays with λp values s
those of typical European cities. Yang and Li (2011) modeled turbulence effects in two simple H
city models with relatively complex terrain under different atmospheric conditions, and the impo
thermal stratificationwas highlighted under aweakwind background. Hang et al. (2013) investigate
ventilation assessment in two idealized urban models with various approaching wind directions,
et al. (2014) investigated urban canopy layer ventilation under neutral atmospheric conditions
same λp (0.25) and λf (0.25) but with various urban sizes, building height variations, overall urb
andwind directions. Ramponi et al. (2015) provided a review of the literature for computational flui
ics (CFD) studies of outdoor ventilation for generic urban configurations and indicated that there i
studies of urban configurations where not all parallel streets have equal widths. This initiated their
ulation of ventilation in generic urban configurations with different urban densities and equal and
street widths. Ho et al. (2015) examined flows over idealized two-dimensional street canyons of
building aspect ratios and urban boundary layer depths and utilized the friction factor and the air-
rate to parameterize aerodynamic resistance and street-level urban ventilation. Using large-eddy s
(LES), Nazarian and Kleissl (2016) studied realistic solar heating in a three-dimensional idealized ur
ronment and investigated mean flow and turbulence statistics as determinants for urban canyon ve



However, comprehensive parametric studies considering a number of varying practical parameters are rarely
found in the literature.
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Associated with investigations of ventilation in idealized urban models or generic configurat
techniques, such as the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) model and LES, are needed. As
above, RANS models have commonly been used in previous CFD studies, mainly due to their low
tional cost. However, there is debate regarding the performance of different kinds of RANS mod
et al., 2013; Yuan and Ng, 2012). LES overcomes the deficiencies of RANS by explicitly resolv
energy-containing turbulent eddies and parameterizing only small (subgrid) scale turbulence (R
1997; Tamura, 2008). This advantage of LES comes at a much higher computational cost than RAN
day's ever-rising computational power makes urban LES applications feasible (Tamura, 2008). Th
sionality, spatial resolution, and turbulence intensity that an LES model can handle are superior t
most other methodologies (Castillo et al., 2011). What affects pedestrian comfort directly is the w
within cities, and the local turbulence level in particular (Britter and Hanna, 2003). LES provides
mean flow fields but also instantaneous turbulences, which are especially important for human c
the pedestrian level in the urban canopy layer. We therefore use an LES model to produce CFD sim
of air flow and ventilation performance in a set of comprehensive parametric urban scenarios in th

2. The Parallelized LES Model (PALM)

The LES model used in this study is the Parallelized LES Model (PALM), which was develope
(Raasch and Schröter, 2001), when it was one of the first parallelized LES models for atmospheric
(Maronga et al., 2015). The governing equations of PALM are based on the non-hydrostatic, filtere
pressible Navier-Stokes equations with Boussinesq approximation and are filtered implicitly
volume-balance approach of Schumann (Schumann, 1975). The first law of thermodynamics and an
for subgrid-scale turbulent kinetic energy are used in the basic model. The Monin-Obukhov similar
is applied between the surface and thefirst grid level. A Prandtl layer is assumed at each surface. The
version (Moeng andWyngaard, 1988; Saiki et al., 2000) of the 1.5-order Deardorff scheme (Deardo
is used for turbulence closure. The Temperton algorithm (Temperton, 1992) for the fast Fourier tra
used to solve for the Poisson equation for the perturbation pressure. For the time integration, a th
Runge-Kutta scheme (Williamson, 1980) is used. The advection scheme used is the second-order s
Piacsek and Williams (Piacsek andWilliams, 1970). Alternatively, a fifth-order scheme developed b
and Skamarock (Wicker and Skamarock, 2002) can be utilized. PALM has been validated for simula
and turbulence characteristics at the street-canyon and neighbourhood scale (Letzel et al., 2008) and
widely used in studies of urban street-canyon flows in recent years (Inagaki et al., 2011; Kanda et
Keck et al., 2014; Letzel et al., 2012; Park and Baik, 2014; Park et al., 2012). The code used in thi
PALM version 4.0 (Maronga et al., 2015).

2.1. Output indicator and simulation setup

In air ventilation assessment (AVA) studies, we are especially interested in pedestrian-level wind
The wind velocity ratio is used as an indicator. It is calculated by Vp/V∞, where Vp is the wind velo
pedestrian level (2 m above ground), and V∞ is the wind velocity at the top of the wind boundary
affected by ground roughness. In both Vp andV∞, only horizontal velocity components are taken in t
A commonly used top boundary layer height of 500 m in CFD and wind tunnel tests of AVA (Ng
adopted in this study. Winds are assumed to come from the left in all LES experiments, as the calc
frontal area density λf, which will be discussed later, is also based on this assumption. A wind
1.5 m/s is prescribed.

Horizontal grid sizes are equidistantly 2m. The vertical grid spacing is 2mbelow300mand stret
a stretch factor of 1.04 above. The governing equations of PALMare spatially discretized on anAraka
(Arakawa and Lamb, 1977; Harlow and Welch, 1965). Scalar variables are defined at the grid cent
velocity components are shifted by half of the grid spacing. Therefore, horizontal velocity output
1 m and 3 m levels is linearly interpolated to obtain VP at 2 m above the ground. The total simula
is 6 h. The first 4 h are excluded in the analysis of the results, as the turbulences need this time t
(Letzel et al., 2008). The simulated results from the 5th to the 6th hours are averaged for analy



Fig. 1. Locations of test points in the Architectural Institute of Japan (AIJ) guidelines setup for a single building: (a) Lateral view of the two profiles and 20 test points taken at 2m away from the building to
windward and leeward. (b) Aerial view of 60 horizontal test points around the building at 1 m above the ground. This figure is adopted and modified from the AIJ guidelines (http://www.aij.or.jp/jpn/
publish/cfdguide/index_e.htm).
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(periodic) boundary conditions are adopted in both the streamwise and spanwise directions. The no-slip bot-
tom boundary conditionwith a Prandtl layer and the free-slip top boundary condition are applied to horizon-

., thermal
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tal velocity components. The simulations are restricted to neutral atmospheric stratification, i.e
effects are not considered.

2.2. Model validation
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We use the CFD guidelines proposed by a working group from the Architectural Institute of Japa
verify the PALM codes. The AIJ guidelines are based on the results of cross-comparisons of CFD pr
wind tunnel tests, and field measurements (Tominaga et al., 2008). We conducted LES experim
the 2:1:1 shape building model as well as simple building blocks that comply with AIJ guidelines
setups and experimental data for verification can be found on the AIJ website (www.aij.or.jp/jpn
cfdguide/index_e.htm). Details for the single-building case can be found inMochida et al. (2002), w
ductions of all seven test cases can be found in Tominaga et al. (2008).

For the single-building case, the horizontal computational domain size is 172 m × 108 m. An eq
horizontal grid size of 0.5 m is used. In the vertical direction, a grid size of 0.5 m is adopted below 2
stretchwith a stretch factor of 1.05 is applied above.With 90 vertical levels, the domain height is abo
The building height is 16m. It is noteworthy that for this simulation of a single building, a noncyclic
condition in the streamwise direction is adopted. Otherwise, it will become a simulation of an infin
buildings. Validation is accomplished by comparing PALM-computed results and AIJ guidelines in
wind profiles around the building and wind velocity taken from near-surface test points. Fig. 1a s
profiles at 2 m away from the single building to windward and leeward, while Fig. 1b shows the
of 60 test points at 1 m above the ground.

The inlet meanwind profile in the PALM experiment is the same as that given in the guidelines,
in the black profile in Fig. 2a. Fig. 2a compares velocity profiles at 2 m away from the single building
ward (red lines) and leeward (blue lines). Dashed lines represent AIJ referential data,while solid line
results predicted by PALM. Stronger rooftop vortex and velocity fluctuation compared to AIJ data c
served in Fig. 2a, but overall good agreement between the two suggests that PALM can capture the
file features around the building. As this study focuses on pedestrian-level ventilation, the comp
performance of PALM in reproducing near-surface velocity may be more important. Fig. 2b is a sc
of PALM-computed velocity and AIJ experimental data at 60 test points. The comparison in Fig
Fig. 2. Cross-comparison between Architectural Institute of Japan (AIJ) experimental data and PALM results: (a) Vertical wind profiles in
the windward (red lines) and leeward (blue lines) position at 2 m from the building; the inflow is shown by the black profile. (b) Linear
regression between AIJ and PALM results in the test points at 1 m above the ground.
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substantial confidence to using PALM to study pedestrian-level windflow, as all points are located close to the
diagonal line. A linear regression with an R2 of 0.9 can be obtained.
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Validation for simulation of air flow around only a single buildingmay not be convincing for this
validation cases with simple building blocks, the building arrays, inletmeanwind profile, and locatio
points are shown in Fig. 3. The experiments include 9 buildings with a uniform building height of H
except the one in the middle, which is prescribed a varying building height for each case of 0H, 1H
respectively (Fig. 3a). The buildings are horizontally foursquare and both the buildings and the s
20mwide. In the PALM experiments, the computational domain size is 300 m× 200 m× 120m
distant grid size of 0.5 m is used both horizontally and vertically. The inlet mean wind profile is
as that given in the guidelines and shown in Fig. 3b. Velocity values taken from 120 test poin
above the ground are used to validate the PALM simulation. The test point locations are s
Fig. 3c (black dots).

The validation results are shown in Fig. 4. Generally, the scatter dots are located close to the
lines, but the results predicted by PALMmay have slightly underestimated the near-surface velo
pared to AIJ guidelines, particularly in those test points with relatively low wind speed. A linea
sion with an R2 of 0.82, 0.77, and 0.60 can be obtained for cases 0H, 1H, and 2H, respectively. The
level of the building arrays may affect the accuracy of the PALM prediction. But in general, no s
deviations are found in the above validations. The PALM model is therefore deemed to be a sui
tool for this study.

3. Parametric urban scenarios

Parametric scenarios of generic urban configurations are defined in a practical way. Buildin
sions and street layouts are calculated from practical geometric parameters for urban planning
clature of all involved parameters and their values is given in Table 1. The first three paramet
be investigated and their values are prescribed in Table 2. The plot ratio P is obtained by div
gross floor area of the building by the area of the site on which the building is erected (site
For instance, if a building has 10 storeys and the area of each floor is 800 m2, then the gross fl
is 8000 m2. If the site area is 1000 m2, the plot ratio P is 8. The ground coverage ratio λp,
also called packing density, building area density, or plan area ratio, is the ratio of ground ar
covered by the building to the site area. The frontal area density λf is the ratio of building fro
that faces the wind blowing into the site area. To give finite solutions, the site area (S) is ass
be 1 km2, the floor height (h) is assumed to be 3m, and the floor area (A) is assumed to be appr
ly 2000 m2 or 4000 m2, depending on the value of the plot ratio (P). If P = 3, a residential bui
floor area of about 2000 m2 is assumed, while if P = 8, a commercial building and floor area
4000 m2 is assumed. In the case of P = 5, it can be either a residential or commercial build
the floor area depends on the combination of P and λf. A floor area of about 4000 m2 gives a m
istic building length-to-width aspect in the case of λf = 0.1, while in the case of λf = 0.25 or 0
area of about 2000m2 is assumed.

Given the prescribed and assumedparameters in Tables 1 and 2, other geometric parameters in T
be calculated as follows:

Building height (H):

H ¼ hP=λp
ð2Þ
Building number (N):

N ¼ Sλ =A
p
ð3Þ
Building size (frontal size L):

L ¼ Aλ =hP
f



Fig. 3. Setups of validation cases for simple building blocks: (a) Building arrays of three cases, (b) The inlet meanwind profile, and (c) Building geometries (boxes) and locations of test points (black dots).
This figure is adopted and modified from the AIJ guidelines (http://www.aij.or.jp/jpn/publish/cfdguide/index_e.htm).
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Fig. 4. Linear regression between referential velocity of Architectural Institute of Japan (AIJ) guidelines and large-eddy simulation (LES) results taken from120 test points at 2m above the ground in simple
building blocks for (a) Case 0H, (b) Case 1H, and (c) Case 2H.
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Building size (perpendicular size D):

ð4Þ

Table 1
Nomenclature of involved parameters and values.

Parameters and nomenclature Value(s)

P Plot ratio Variable prescribed in Table 2
λf Frontal area density Variable prescribed in Table 2
λp Ground coverage ratio Variable prescribed in Table 2
S Site area Assumed to be 1 km2

h Floor height Assumed to be 3 m
A Floor area Approximated at 2000 m2 or 4000 m2; depends on P
H Building height Calculated by Eq. (1), in meters
N Building number Calculated by Eq. (2)
L Frontal building size Calculated by Eq. (3), in meters
D Perpendicular building size Calculated by Eq. (4), in meters
R Building matrix: row Maximized theoretical N in the given S
C Building matrix: column Maximized theoretical N in the given S
WS Parallel street width Calculated by Eq. (5), in meters
WS′ Perpendicular street width Calculated by Eq. (6), in meters

210 W. Wang et al. / Urban Climate 20 (2017) 202–227
D ¼ hP=λ f

2
 area. Per-
In addition, row and column numbers of the building matrix have to be fitted to the 1-km site
pendicular and parallel street widths are herein obtained.

Street width (parallel width WS):
ð5Þ
WS ¼ 1000−LRð Þ=R
ð6Þ
Street width (perpendicular width WS′):

WS
0 ¼ 1000−DCð Þ=C
All values
olution in
from the
The schematic diagram in Fig. 5 elucidates the meanings of the involved geometric parameters.
computed from Eqs. (3)–(6) are coerced to the closest even-integral numbers, as the horizontal res
the PALM setup is 2 m. Therefore, the actual values of the prescribed variables may differ slightly
with ho-
d perpen-
0.1 will

g heights
generated
s building
n, a stan-
be gener-
ights in a
h sizes of
e smallest
km2, the
original values in Table 2. From all combinations of variables given in Table 2, a total of 27 scenarios
mogeneous (HM) building heights can be obtained, but the ratio of building size (frontal size L an
dicular size D) should not be too large in order to be realistic. A combination of P = 8 and λf =
result in unrealistically long buildings. Therefore, a total of 24 scenarios for homogeneous buildin
are chosen. The results are listed in Table 3. For inhomogeneous (IM) scenarios, building heights are
by a normally distributed random series, which is given a mean of the corresponding homogeneou
height (H) and a standard deviation of H/4. According to the tolerance intervals of normal distributio
dard deviation of H/4 can basically (99.99%) ensure that no negative random building heights will
ated. Fig. 6 shows two examples of homogeneous and corresponding inhomogeneous building he
lateral view. Moreover, to avoid wind blowing directly into street canyons, normalized blocks wit
40 m× 40 m× 10m are set around everymodel. The block height is 10m so as to be lower than th
building height of 12 m in the parametric scenarios (Table 3). As the site area S is assumed to be 1
actual computational domain is 1.2 km × 1.2 km.

Table 2
Prescribed values of 4 parameters for defining 48 parametric scenarios.
Parameters to be investigated Given values

Plot ratio (P) 3 5 8
Frontal area density (λf) 0.1 0.25 0.4
Ground coverage ratio (λp) 25% 50% 75%
Height differential homogeneous inhomogeneous



Fig. 5. Schematic diagram showing definitions of geometric parameters.
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Table 3
Parametric scenarios of various urban morphologies and PALM-computed site-averaged velocity ratios.

Scenario
ID

Plot
ratio
(P)

Frontal
area
density
(λf)

Ground
coverage
ratio (λp)

Floor
area
(A)

Building
number
(N)

Building
matrix:
row (R)

Building
matrix:
column (C)

Building
height
(H)

Frontal
building
size (L)

Perpendicular
building size
(D)

Parallel
street
width (W)

Perpendicular
street width
(W′)

Aspect
ratio
(H/W)

Velocity
ratio of
HM

Velocity
ratio of
IM

HM&IM01 3.0 0.1 25% 2160 120 12 10 36 24 90 60 10 0.60 0.196 0.147
HM&IM02 3.0 0.1 50% 2160 232 29 8 18 24 90 10 34 1.80 0.073 0.090
HM&IM03 3.0 0.1 75% 2160 330 33 10 12 24 90 6 10 2.00 0.050 0.058
HM&IM04 3.0 0.25 25% 2128 121 11 11 36 56 38 34 52 1.06 0.098 0.118
HM&IM05 3.0 0.25 50% 2128 240 15 16 18 56 38 10 24 1.80 0.083 0.092
HM&IM06 3.0 0.25 75% 2128 336 16 21 12 56 38 6 8 2.00 0.036 0.065
HM&IM07 3.0 0.4 25% 2160 120 10 12 36 90 24 10 60 3.60 0.109 0.142
HM&IM08 3.0 0.4 50% 2160 232 8 29 18 90 24 36 10 0.50 0.128 0.105
HM&IM09 3.0 0.4 75% 2160 330 10 33 12 90 24 10 6 1.20 0.057 0.064
HM&IM10 5.0 0.1 25% 4200 60 12 5 60 28 150 56 50 1.07 0.138 0.124
HM&IM11 5.0 0.1 50% 4200 120 20 6 30 28 150 22 16 1.36 0.130 0.104
HM&IM12 5.0 0.1 75% 4200 174 29 6 20 28 150 6 16 3.33 0.036 0.075
HM&IM13 5.0 0.25 25% 2160 121 11 11 60 36 60 54 30 1.11 0.130 0.094
HM&IM14 5.0 0.25 50% 2160 240 16 15 30 36 60 26 6 1.15 0.149 0.093
HM&IM15 5.0 0.25 75% 2160 330 22 15 20 36 60 8 6 2.50 0.059 0.066
HM&IM16 5.0 0.4 25% 2160 120 10 12 60 54 40 46 44 1.30 0.084 0.095
HM&IM17 5.0 0.4 50% 2160 225 15 15 30 54 40 12 26 2.50 0.059 0.096
HM&IM18 5.0 0.4 75% 2160 352 16 22 20 54 40 8 6 2.50 0.049 0.071
HM&IM19 8.0 0.25 25% 4032 63 9 7 96 42 96 70 46 1.37 0.132 0.097
HM&IM20 8.0 0.25 50% 4032 126 18 7 48 42 96 14 46 3.43 0.061 0.102
HM&IM21 8.0 0.25 75% 4032 180 20 9 32 42 96 6 16 5.33 0.025 0.080
HM&IM22 8.0 0.4 25% 3960 63 7 9 96 66 60 76 52 1.26 0.096 0.097
HM&IM23 8.0 0.4 50% 3960 121 11 11 48 66 60 24 30 2.00 0.079 0.098
HM&IM24 8.0 0.4 75% 3960 182 13 14 32 66 60 10 11 3.20 0.049 0.084
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4. Results and discussion
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4.1. Identification of the most important factor

Taking scenarios HM/IM01 and HM/IM04 as examples, Fig. 6 shows the vertical distrib
streamwise horizontal velocity and some general flow features in themain runs. Frontal views of st
velocity in a y-z section are shown for HM01 (Fig. 6a) and IM01 (Fig. 6b). Differential canopy heig
spanwise direction are found. Lateral views of streamwise velocity in an x-z section are shown
(Fig. 6c) and IM04 (Fig. 6d). Velocity rotations behind buildings are prominent, which suggests tha
ming” flow regime or a “wake interference” flow regime, rather than an “isolated roughness” flow
dominant in this scenario (Hunter et al., 1992; Oke, 1988). The overall results suggest that the aforem
Fig. 6. Vertical sections of streamwise horizontal velocity in (a) HM01, (b) IM01, (c) HM04, and (d) IM04. Black boxes at the bottom de-
note buildings. Symbols in the upper right corner indicate wind direction.



top level of 500 m is high enough to capture the whole canopy layer, as the reduced velocity layer (canopy
layer) cannot reach the top level of 500 m height, and this is also found in other scenarios (not shown).
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This study focuses on pedestrian-level ventilation. Velocity ratios of all 48 scenarios are show
(homogeneous scenarios) and Fig. 8 (inhomogeneous scenarios). Building heights can be identifi
grey colour scale.We further select an assessment area 200maway from the lateral boundary in all h
directions, that is, an 800 m × 800 m domain in the middle of all parametric models. This satisfie
requirement of a buffer width of at least one building height of the tallest building on site. More im
this avoids the uncertainty caused by the numerical lateral boundary conditions, as can be seen in F
8. For example, the obviously higher velocity ratios near the streamwise windward boundaries in m
are excluded, and the higher velocity ratios near the spanwise boundaries in HM07 (Fig. 7g) are ex
well.

Figs. 7 and 8 demonstrate spatial patterns and details, but to quantify the effects of planning para
ventilation performance, we first analyze PALM-computed velocity ratios in terms of site-averaged
the assessment area,which are listed in the last two columns of Table 3. These site-averaged velocity
classified into groups regarding different values of the prescribed parameters (Fig. 9). In Fig. 9a, P
Fig. 7. Spatial distributions of time-averaged velocity ratios in homogeneous parametric scenarios. The rainbow (vertical) colour bar is for
velocity ratios, and the grey (horizontal) colour bar is for building heights. Dashed boxes denote the assessment areas.



fixed inside one group, while λp is changing, Group No.1 is HM01–03, Group No.2 is HM04–06, etc. Fig. 9b is
the same as Fig. 9a but for inhomogeneous parametric scenarios. Hence, Fig. 9a–b shows the results of all 48
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Fig. 7 (continued)
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simulations. These are repeated in Fig. 9c–dwith fixed P and λp, with changingλf. In Fig. 9c (d), Gro
HM (IM) 01, 04, and 07, Group No. 2 is HM (IM) 02, 05, and 08, etc. Group Nos. 7–9 have only two b
combination of P=3 and λf = 0.1 aremodeled. All 48 results are repeated again in Fig. 9e–f with fix
λp, with changing P. In Fig. 9e (f), Group No.1 is HM (IM) 01 and 10, Group No. 2 is HM (IM) 02 an

Grouped in this way, the most important parameter for pedestrian-level ventilation performan
identified. As can be seen from Fig. 9a, a lower λp will generally result in a higher site-averaged
ratio. There are two exceptions, Group Nos. 3 and 5, in which site-averaged velocity ratios are sligh
when λp = 0.5 than when λp = 0.25; that is, the site-averaged velocity ratio of HM08 (0.128) is hi
that of HM07 (0.109), and that of HM14 (0.149) is higher than that of HM13 (0.130). A potential
these exceptions is the building height. Homogeneous scenario HM08 with H= 18m gives a highe
ratio compared to HM07 with H= 36 m, and HM14with H= 30m has better ventilation perform
HM13 with H = 60 m. The effects of building heights and their differentials will be further discuss
following sections. For scenarios of inhomogeneous building height, the effect of λp is also
(Fig. 9d). The site-averaged velocity ratios in cases of λp = 0.25 and 0.5 in Group Nos. 5–8 in F



very close. They are IM13 and 14, IM16 and 17, IM19 and 20, and IM22 and 23. From Table 3 and Fig. 8, we can
suggest that a possible cause of what makes the velocity ratios in cases of λp = 0.5 close to those in cases of
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λp = 0.25 is again the building heights and their differentials. When it comes to the other two gro
Fig. 9, it is difficult to identify a substantial effect on the pedestrian-level velocity ratio when the f
the single parameter P or λf. In Fig. 9b, for example, only one group (Group No. 4, with P = 5
25%) conforms to the idea that lower λf gives better ventilation performance. In Group No. 2, w
and λp = 50%, lower λf gives even worse ventilation performance. Therefore, the ground coverag
is identified as the most important factor for ventilation performance.

To statistically capture the spatial differences in the velocity ratios given in Figs. 7 and 8, the dis
of these ratios taken from random test points are shown in Fig. 10. In this analytical procedure, all str
built) grid points inside the assessment area (200 m away from the lateral boundary in all horizon
tions, as shown in the dashed boxes in Figs. 7 and 8) in each scenario are stored in a 1-D array,
test points are randomly taken from each array. The random function calculates the interval bet
points using a normal distribution with a mean of the array size divided by the number of te
(1000) and a standard deviation of 25% of the mean; thus the test points are randomly spread th
the whole assessment area. Furthermore, sensitivity tests were conducted regarding the numb
Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 7 but for inhomogeneous parametric scenarios.



points, and no significant differences were foundwhen the number of test points was larger than 200, which
means that any sample number above 200 would be enough to produce the distributions in Fig. 10.
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In each panel of Fig. 10, the plot ratio P and frontal area density λf are fixed. Different lines
changes in λp as well as building height differential. Velocity ratio distributions of parametric mo
λp = 0.25 are shown in blue, λp = 0.5 are shown in green, and λp = 0.75 are shown in red. Hom
scenarios are given in solid lines, while inhomogeneous scenarios are given in dashed lines. Fig. 1
demonstrates the significance of λp in affecting the performance of pedestrian-level ventilation
cases, blues lines give the best ventilation performance comparedwith the other two, while red line
erally theworst. This is the case for both homogeneous (solid lines) and inhomogeneous (dashed lin
metric scenarios. A few exceptions can be found, which are consistentwith the results presented in F
b.

The significance of λp and λf for urban ventilation have been widely examined in previous s
reviewed in the introduction. But a real city or urban area has complex characteristics and is d
model using just a few idealized and simplified parameters. Meanwhile, in-city air flows are very
to building geometries and urban morphologies. The conclusion we derived above from Figs. 9 an
be sensitive to the prescribed values in Table 2. Anyhow, λp is more simply defined and directly



Fig. 9. Bar charts of grouped site-averaged velocity ratio: (a, d) fixed plot ratio (P) and frontal area density (λf) with changing ground cover ratio (λp), (b, e) fixed P and λp with changing λf, and (c, f) fixed
λf and λp with changing P for homogeneous models. Homogeneous scenarios are shown in a–c, and inhomogeneous scenarios are shown in d–f.
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the term “urban density” compared to the other parameters. Based on this fact, the combined effects of the
other parameters are of further interest.
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4.2. Aspect ratio of street canyons and combined effects

Wehave concluded that themost important factor in ventilation performance is the ground cove
λp. But exceptions are identified aswell, which implies that the effects of other parameters cannot b
More importantly, all geometric parameters are related to each other through Eqs. (1)–(6). In Fig. 7
deduce that a higher velocity ratio can be obtained with a wider street that is parallel to the inlet w
tion. But in some cases, building height also plays an important role. For example, the velocity ratios
site-averaged value and the distribution of values taken from random test points) in HM11 are ver
those in HM10, though the former has a λp value twice as large as the latter (Fig. 10d). The ventilatio
mance of HM14 is even better than that of HM13 (Fig. 10e), as discussed above. Therefore, the impo
aspect (building height to street width) ratios should be examined.

In Fig. 11a, a scatter plot (blue dots) between the site-averaged velocity ratio and the aspect ra
street canyon parallel to the inlet wind direction is given. The aspect ratios of parallel streets, whic
rived from the homogeneous building heights and the parallel street widths, are listed in Table 3
regression model between these two variables can thereby be derived. A power regression in the f

f xð Þ ¼ c1x
c2 þ c3
The coef-
0.11 can
positive,
is found to best fit, where x stands for parallel aspect ratios, and f(x) represents velocity ratios.
ficients c1, c2, and c3 decide the regression. For the site-averaged velocity ratio, 0.23, −0.28, and −
be obtained for c1, c2, and c3, respectively (the red line in Fig. 11a). Herein, the coefficient c1 is
ity ratios.
tion com-
07, which
ause of a
llel street
obtained

f random
ssings ex-
b. As one
locity ra-
egression

ing to the
(Table 2);
and com-
represen-
us study
r correla-
areas and
linear re-
the effect
tacles and
ate that a
table. But
wide par-
the other
n deduce
r positive
previous
while c2 is negative, which suggests a negative correlation between parallel aspect ratios and veloc
The power regression model further implies a significant influence of aspect ratio on urban ventila
pared with a linear regression model. The R2 is 0.58 for the current fitting. An evident outlier is HM
has a high parallel aspect ratio of 3.6 and a site-averaged velocity ratio of 0.109. This is mainly bec
combination of relatively low λp (0.25) but high λf (0.4) in HM07, which results in a narrow para
of 10m, but a wide perpendicular street of 60 m (Table 3); hence relatively good ventilation can be
with a high parallel aspect ratio.

To further examine Eq. (7)withmore samples, we apply the power regression to velocity ratios o
test points. Two hundred test points are randomly taken from the parallel street canyons with cro
cluded in each homogeneous scenario. The scattered points are plotted with blue dots in Fig. 11
may expect, the regression coefficients change slightly compared to the results of site-averaged ve
tios. As noted in Fig. 11b, c1, c2, and c3 are 0.33, −0.28, and −0.18, respectively. But the power r
is still valid as before, with an R2 of 0.60.

The samples (scatter points) for the regressions in Fig. 11 are rather scattered, whichmay be ow
limitation of such a parametric study. That is, we can simulate only a few values for each parameter
adding one value to every single parameter would require substantial additional LES experiments
putational capacity. Butwe think this power regression still has somemeaning, or at least it is more
tative than a linear relation. Using wind tunnel experiments and field measurements, a previo
suggested a linear correlation between the velocity ratio and λp (Yoshie et al., 2008). A similar linea
tion between these two was also demonstrated by LES experiments in actual high-density urban
was further extended to the relationship between the velocity ratio and λf (Keck et al., 2014). These
gressions are based on experimental measurements or simulations in actual urban areas, in which
from individual geometric parameters is difficult to identify due to irregular buildings and other obs
their complicated distributions in real cities. In this comprehensive parametric study, we demonstr
power regression in the form of Eq. (7) between the velocity ratio and aspect ratio may be more sui
to obtain a low aspect ratio for good ventilation, we need a relatively low building height (H) and a
allel streetwidth (W). As λp has been concluded to be themost important factor, we herein focus on
two targeted parameters, λf and P. After a few steps of derivation from Eqs. (1), (2), and (5), we ca
that the aspect ratio is in inverse proportion to λf, but its relationwith P is uncertain (it may be eithe
or negative). A similar power law equation between λf and pedestrian wind speed was derived in a



parametric study (Razak et al., 2013), which suggested that λf is the product of λp and the building aspect
ratio. Consequently, a goodunderstanding of localmicroclimate, specifically prevailingwinddirection in sum-

Fig. 10. Distributions of velocity ratios (referenced at 2 m above the ground) taken from random test points. Blue, green, and red lines
denote a ground cover ratio of 25%, 50%, and 75%, respectively. Solid lines indicate homogeneous models, while dashed lines indicate in-
homogeneous models.
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mer, is very important in urban planning and design in tropical and subtropical regions.



4.3. Height differential and turbulent momentum
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Fig. 11. Power regressions for aspect ratios of the parallel street canyons and velocity ratios in homogeneous scenarios. Velocity ratios in
(a) are site-averaged and in (b) are randomly chosen (200 test points in each scenario) in the parallel streets with crossings excluded.
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The power regression between velocity ratios and parallel aspect ratios is valid only for homogen
narios. As can be seen when comparing Fig. 8 with Fig. 7, inhomogeneous building heights present
spatial differences in velocity ratio. Relative high-rise buildings are generated from the normally d
random series generator in inhomogeneous parametric scenarios, and it is obvious that on the w
side of high-rise buildings, pedestrian-level wind velocities are enhanced significantly (Fig. 8). Ove
lation performance is thereby affected by building differentials. We compare the site-averaged velo
in each pair of scenarios (the last two columns of Table 3) and summarize the results opposite the
parameters in Table 4, which provides a cross-comparison of the influences of urban density and
height differentials on air ventilation.

One point that can be identified from Table 4 is that in most cases of either λp = 75% or λf = 0.4
geneous building heights have better ventilation performance than homogeneous building heights
ception is model number 08. But for this model, though the site-averaged velocity ratio is higher
than in IM08, their distributions in Fig. 10c (green lines) suggest that HM08 (solid green line) is not
ing, as it gives two extreme situations of ventilation: very good in the parallel streets and very bad i
pendicular streets, with the highest probability of very low velocity ratios (below 0.03); hence IM08
green line) should be considered better. In cases of “HM is better,” both low λp (25%) and low λf (0.1
necessary. With medium values of λp (50%) or λf (0.25) in combination, the influence of building h
ferentials is case-dependent.

Fig. 12 further demonstrates the phenomenon deduced from Table 4. Site-averaged velocity rati
eraged opposite various λp and λf conditions in Fig. 12. Figs. 12a and b show that in cases of low
0.25), homogeneous building height is better (provides larger mean site-averaged velocity rat
λp = 25%, inhomogeneous building height is better when λp = 75%, and themean site-averaged ve
tios are close when λp= 50%. Fig. 12c demonstrates that in cases of λf = 0.4, inhomogeneous buildi
is always better than homogeneous. The averages of all λf values in Fig. 12d are consistent with the
in Figs. 12a and b.

Dynamical potentials for these impacts of building height differentials on ventilation performa
scientific merit. From the viewpoint of velocity level and vertical momentum flux in the urban can
zontally averaged profiles of horizontal velocity components (Fig. 13) and the U-component of the
tical momentum flux (Fig. 14) of all scenarios are herein investigated. The horizontal velocity comp
Fig. 13 are normalized over the corresponding values at the free top (UVTop), and the vertical axes (Z
malized over the mean building height of all scenarios (HMean, approximately 36 m). They are sh
below 3HMean (about 120 m), so that the differences among various scenarios at low levels of the u
opy can be easily identified. Furthermore, λp values can be identified by colour in both Figs. 13 and



profiles are scenarios of λp = 25%, green profiles are scenarios of λp = 50%, and red profiles are scenarios of
λp = 75%.
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Roughly speaking, higher-density (larger λp) scenarios have relatively stronger wind speeds in
levels. A possible explanation is that more momentum is conveyed to the lower levels in lower-de
narios than in higher-density scenarios, which can be demonstrated by the domain-averaged total
momentumprofiles in Fig. 10. Negative values of these momentum fluxes indicate downward prop
kinetic energy. Maximummomentum fluxes occur at around the heights of the building top in each
Transitions offlow regimeswith changes in urban densitymay occur, e.g., a transition froma “skimm
in higher-density scenarios to a “wake interference” flow in lower-density scenarios (Jiang et al., 20
et al., 2004).

Downward-propagated momentum fluxes are generally stronger in IM scenarios than in HM
when profiles in Fig. 14 c–d are compared with profiles in Fig. 14a–b. However, stronger vertical m
flux in street canyons does not always mean more wind loads at the pedestrian level. Stronger ve
mentum flux means higher ventilation, which is the case for high-density scenarios. This can be re
when comparing high-density parametric models (e.g., λp= 75%) in HM scenarios in Fig. 7 with IM
in Fig. 8. But stronger vertical momentum may cause lower ventilation in low-density parametric
An evident example is Figs. 7a and 8a, which demonstrate that height differential and stronger ve
mentum flux reduce pedestrian-level ventilation. An interesting finding for pedestrian-level v
from our simulations in and over generic urban configurations is that inhomogeneous building he
erate more vertical momentum in street canyons by capturing more downward-propagated mo
fluxes, and they have a negative (positive) effect on the pedestrian-level velocity of low-density (hi
ty) idealized urban fabrics. A similar phenomenon has been found in previous urban wind studies b
focus on other parameters. For example, in a wind tunnel study of scalar (e.g., air mass) transfer e
Ikegaya et al. (2012) pointed out that the transfer coefficients for arrays with blocks of inhom
heights were smaller than for arrays with blocks of homogeneous heights under low λp condition
opposite tendency was observed as λp increased. Dynamically, the decrease in the transfer coe
low λp conditions is due to the decrease in advection effects, which can be estimated from the larg
of drag coefficients for inhomogeneous arrays when compared with those of homogeneo
(Hagishima et al., 2009). In contrast, high-rise blocks in inhomogeneous arrays introducemore flow
tum into the canopy under high λp conditions (Ikegaya et al., 2012).

To further corroborate the above finding, we show the scatter plots between the site-averaged v
tios and vertical velocity averaged in the street canyons in Fig. 15. Fig. 15a shows scenarios of hom
building height (HM)with a higher site-averaged velocity ratio, while Fig. 15b shows scenarios of in
neous building height (IM) with a higher site-averaged velocity ratio. The vertical velocity is averag
120m to represent the vertical momentum in the street canyons. It is found that site-averaged velo
present a negative relationship with the vertical velocity averaged in the street canyons in Fig. 15a,
two show a positive relationship in Fig. 15b. Though the points are scattered, the negative and pos
tions are obvious. The linear regressions (red lines) further demonstrate this opposite relation, from
can deduce that inhomogeneous building heights generate more vertical momentum flux in the s
yons, resulting in deficits in horizontal advection effects and decreases in pedestrian-level vent
low-density scenarios, but more flow momentum into the street canyons with increases in pedest
ventilation in high-density scenarios. Finally, the application of this point is that homogeneous

Table 4
Influence of building height differential on ventilation performance. The first row is frontal area density, the last row is plot r

last column is ground coverage ratio. See text for detailed interpretations.

λf 0.1 0.25 0.4 0.1 0.25 0.4 0.25 0.4 λp

HM is better 01 10 13 19 25%
08 11 14 50%

75%
IM is better 04 07 16 22 25%

02 05 17 20 23 50%
03 06 09 12 15 18 21 24 75%

P 3 5 8



heights are recommendedwhen lowdensity is present, and inhomogeneous buildingheightsmay be better in
cases of high density.
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Fig. 12. Site-averaged velocity ratios under various ground coverage ratio (λp) conditions and various frontal area density (λf) conditions:
(a) λf = 0.1, (b) λf = 0.25, (c) λf = 0.4, and (d) averages of all λf values. Homogeneous (black symbols) and inhomogeneous (red sym-
bols) scenarios are averaged separately. The error bars represent one standard deviation.
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5. Conclusions

This study investigates ventilation performance in parametric urban scenarios using an LESmod
The PALM codes used in this study are first validated using the AIJ guidelines for CFD building simul
fore being utilized in simulations of parametric scenarios. Fourmorphological parameters in urban d
planning, including ground coverage ratio (λp), frontal area density (λf), plot ratio (P), and buildingh
ferential, are used to construct the parametric scenarios. Three values are set for each of these param
cept building height differential: 25%, 50%, and 75% for λp; 0.1, 0.25, and 0.4 for λf; and 3.0, 5.0, and
For building height differential, we propose two situations: homogeneous and inhomogeneous.
neous means all buildings are of the same height, while for inhomogeneous, building heights are g
by a normally distributed random series.With fixed site area, floor height, and floor area, a total of 5
ios can be obtained. Excluding 6 unrealistic cases, a total of 48 scenarios are investigated.

PALM-computed velocity ratios at 2 m above the ground, horizontally averaged velocity, and ve
mentumflux profiles in all scenarios are analyzed. The key findings and recommendations for urban
deduced from this study are: First, among all four investigated parameters, λp is found to be the mo
tant for good pedestrian-level ventilation. This conclusionwe derived from Figs. 9 and 10 is somehow
uted by the prescribed values in Table 2. The significance of λp and λf for urban ventilation we
examined, but the fact is that a real city or urban area is complex, and a single idealized parameter w
ably fail to capture the complex impacts of building geometries on air flows. The potential combined
different parameters led to the follow-up analysis and conclusions. Second, in the case of hom



building heights, a power regression between velocity ratios and aspect ratios of street canyons that are par-
allel to the inflow direction can be derived. The samples (scatter points) for the regressions in Fig. 11 are rath-
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Fig. 13. Horizontally averaged profiles of horizontal velocity components ((U2 + V2)1/2, abbreviated as UV here) of all 48 scenarios. The
velocity values are normalized over the corresponding values at the free top (UVTop), and the vertical axes (Z) are normalized over the
mean building height of all scenarios (HMean, approximately 36m). Blue lines denote scenarios with a λp value of 25%, green lines denote
scenarios with a λp value of 50%, and red lines denote scenarios with a λp value of 75%.
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er scattered,whichmay be due to the limitation of such a parametric study. That is,we can simulate o
values for each parameter, as adding one value to every single parameterwould require substantial a
LES experiments and computational capacity. But this power regression is at least more representat
linear relation, and agreement can be found with previous studies, e.g., Razak et al. (2013). This c
remark suggests that good understanding of local microclimate, in particular prevailing wind dir
summer, is very important in urban planning. Third, the effects of building height differential on u
tilation are connected with urban density: In relatively low-density scenarios, inhomogeneous
heights give worse ventilation performance compared to homogeneous cases; in a few medium
density scenarios, ventilation performances of homogeneous and inhomogeneous building heights
and complex; and in high-density scenarios, inhomogeneous building heights result in better ventil
formance than homogeneous cases. An explanation of this phenomenon is that inhomogeneous



Fig. 14. Same as Fig. 13 but for the U-component of the total vertical momentum flux (WU) profiles up to the top level without
normalization.

Fig. 15. Scatter plot of site-averaged velocity ratios (VR) against vertical velocity (W) averaged in the street canyons below 120m in sce-
narios of (a) homogeneous building height (HM) with higher site-averaged velocity ratio, and (b) inhomogeneous building height (IM)
with higher site-averaged velocity ratio. The red lines represent linear regressions.
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heights generatemore vertical momentum flux in the street canyons, resulting in deficits in horizontal advec-
tion effects and decreases in pedestrian-level ventilation in low-density scenarios, but more flowmomentum

pplication
is present,
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into the street canyons and increases in pedestrian-level ventilation in high-density scenarios. The a
of this point is that homogeneous building heights are recommendedwhen lowdensity (λp andλf)
and inhomogeneous building heights may be better in cases of high density.
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